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The 16 February 2012 meeting of the Maths and Science learner support community of practice 
(main community) took place at Wits School of Education, Parktown, and was facilitated by Pat 
Sullivan. It was the sixth meeting of the main community.  

The meeting began with a recap of the five objectives of the community of practice, namely: 

 The contribution of the community to the whole system;  

 Creating common purpose, peer support and trust among stakeholders;  

 The maximising of resources by the community;  

 The spread of effective practice within the community and its associated stakeholders 
(horizontal integration); 

 The vertical integration of policy and practice.  



The seven issues that the community had identified as being central to the performance of the 
education system were also recapped, namely: 

 Teachers; 

 Curriculum; 

 Basic language foundations; 

 Unions; 

 Socio-economic issues; 

 Inadequate and disjointed sub-systems within DBE and other government structures; 

 Disjointed support and interventions offered by public and private entities  

At the meeting of 3 November 2001, three issues had been identified by the community as ones 
with which it wanted to engage, namely: 

 Teachers 

identifying and developing teachers with potential/teacher skills; 

 improving the professionalism of teachers/work ethic; 

 lack of teachers/image of teaching; 

 Unions 

 depoliticising of education; 

 criteria for selection of teachers and principals according to expertise; 

 Curriculum 

 Making resources accessible and creating resources where there are none; 

 Networks of teachers – CoPs; 

 Selecting and using resources; 

 A mechanism for collaboration between donors. 

After this recap, Pat called the community to take dialogue to action, to be bold and commit, and to 
develop an action plan with details of how the dialogue and focus issues can be taken forward. It 
was agreed that the community would form two groups, one focusing on the teacher issue and one 
on the curriculum issue. It was agreed that the union issue would not be discussed. 

The discussion on teachers resulted in two project ideas. One focuses on the creation of a checklist 
for a “good teacher” and the second project builds on Mindset’s teacher development materials 
project called “Teacher Talk”. Through a feedback loop between Mindset and innovators, it is 
anticipated that valuable online video sharing of classroom practice and mentoring will take place. 



Members of the group are already actively sharing lists of the qualities a “good teacher” must 
possess.  

The curriculum group, which included a representative of the Gauteng Department of Education, 
agreed on a project to streamline and align donor efforts and interventions in the Ekudibeng cluster 
of Gauteng districts. Members of the group showed a desire to create common purpose, peer 
support and trust by volunteering to share information on evaluation in schools, an analysis of the 
ANA results in Mathematics and convening a meeting of donor and funding organisations in a bid to 
see where duplication of effort exists.  

 

Co-ordinating donors - actions 

Action 1: The community will bring donors together and encourage a culture of sharing and of 
exchange as multiple donors are working in single schools. With multiple projects, there are 
continuity issues and difficulties linking one programme to another.  

1. Mphoya Thobela from de Beers will approach Anglo American, Tshikululu, and the Sasol 
Inzalo Foundation and chair a meeting in this regard. 

2. Bridge will approach the Ekudibeng cluster in this regard. 

Action 2: Information dissemination and discussion.  The community will carry out a series of 
presentations: 

1. Jennifer Bisgard will present on evaluation results in schools. 
2. Penny Smith will do a presentation on how to help teachers use the ANA assessments. 

 

What is a good teacher - actions 

Action 1: Dylan Busa from Mindset will make available “Teacher Talk”, a mentorship programme 
which assists teachers. The Bridge network will comment on this, and provide feedback via Bridge. 
The DVDs will be sent to teachers with potential, who will then be monitored.  

Action 2: Hemant Waghmarae of Sci-Bono will put together a list of the qualities of what makes a 
good teacher. The group aims to identify good practice in teachers and create a matrix of this. This 
work is going to define what a teacher with potential is and what a good teacher is, and thus is 
adding to the debate.  

Action 3: Bridge will arrange a session with Maths and Science heads of department where they can 
watch Mindset DVDs and learn how to reflect.  This would be an example of reflective practice.  

 

The next meeting of the main community is on 12 June at 13h00. Venue to be confirmed. 


